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Solar Eclipse on August 21, 2017 at totality. See the Observer’s Log for details.
Photograph by CVAS member Bruce Krobusek.
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Texas Star Party in Ft. Davis, Texas
By Marty Mullet
I recently attended the Texas Star Party in Ft. Davis, Texas. It was a 2 ½-day drive each way, but worth every mile.
These were the darkest skies I’ve ever seen, and at 30°N latitude far enough south to see Omega Centauri with the
naked eye. Centaurus A was easily visible in binoculars and impressive in a 8” dob. Included in the event was a trip
to McDonald Observatory and a private tour inside the observatories.

McDonald Observatory on Mt. Locke.
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The 107-inch Harlan Smith Telescope. Showing the Ritchey-Chretien configuration.

Showing the moveable floor section for tube maintenance and instrument installation.
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Interchangeable secondary mirror assembly for classical Cassegrain or Nasmyth configuration.

Cross-axis mount. When telescope is in the Nasmyth configuration, the light path travels through
the mount to the control room or to the spectroscope one floor below the dome.
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View from Mt. Locke.

10-meter segmented-mirror Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET) on adjoining Mt. Fowlkes.
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Interior detail of the HET. The mirror only moves in the azimuth direction.

Telescope seen at the Texas Star Party. Mount design intended for the comfort-minded astronomer!
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P r e s i d e n t ’s C o r n e r
By Marty Mullet

Friends,
I’ve just returned from a trip to Tennessee to observe the total solar eclipse. I’ve seen hundreds of photographs of
eclipses, so I thought I knew what to expect. Nothing, however, prepared me for what I experienced. The sights,
sounds, and feels of a total solar eclipse are beyond my capacity to express. I like to use fireworks as an analogy.
You can take a photograph of fireworks, but it doesn’t convey the whole experience of attending a grand finale display. Likewise, any attempt to describe a solar eclipse falls far short of the experience of seeing it in person. I’ve included an article in the Observer’s Log section of this issue. These are notes I wrote down immediately after the
event while they were still fresh in my mind. If I sound like a child at Christmastime, I’ll know I was successful in
sharing my impressions. Suffice to say that when the next one occurs in 2024, I will travel as far as necessary to
reach clear skies. This is an event that no one should miss. And once you see it, I’m sure you’ll remember it for the
rest of your life.
Closer to home, we’ve replaced the siding on the east wall of the observatory and provided it with a fresh coat of
paint. We’ve also replaced and extended the low voltage lights to the bottom of the hill. I want to thank all of you
for the excellent turnout and for your hard work. We are also nearing the time for the changes in our meeting procedures. I’m excited to see more astronomical presentations at our meetings, but I caution you that each of us must
participate for it to be successful. Finally, elections are coming up and we will need to fill several offices. Please consider taking a turn filling an office with the club.

Eclipse Shadows.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
The solar eclipse on August 21, 2017 was observed by many CVAS members and friends. Here is a sampling of their
impressions, photos, comments, and reports.

By Tony Mallama
I was not planning to travel for this eclipse. However, the weather forecast for Tennessee was so promising that I
could not resist it. At the last minute I gassed up the Mustang, bought a couple bottles of 5-Hour Energy drink and
set out.
This was the first time that I used a telescope to observe totality. What a difference from previous naked eye and
binoculars views! The lunar silhouette against the corona was slightly jagged in places due to lunar mountains projecting from its limb. Furthermore, the Earth-lit Moon itself was faintly visible centered in the corona. Regulus was
in the field of view, too, which made a very pretty sight. I used the 4-1/4" RFT that I built back when we founded the
CVAS.
There was a small crowd of people outside of the Kingston Public Library where I was located. During the partial
phase I answered questions for a young family with two little girls from Kingston. Everyone was awed when the
corona appeared and some in the group gasped. The crowd grew very quiet for the remainder of totality until the
Sun first peeked out from behind the Moon. At that point everyone began clapping and cheering. It was a wonderful experience!
I recreated the picture below from memory and by combining images that I had on-hand. Photos don't usually show
both the Moon's surface and the Sun's corona. You get one or the other depending on exposure duration. It's
a wonder that the human eye can cover such a wide dynamic range.

My subjective impression of the view through the RFT.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By George Gliba
Lynne and I just got back from seeing Totality from Cleveland, Tennessee. Wow. A photograph will never capture
such awesome splendid beauty! Cleveland was near the southern edge of totality, which afforded only about a minute of totality, BUT this allowed a great view of the ruby red colored Chromosphere to be seen very well; in great
detail, showing the ten or more prominences that were visible. The brighter part of the Chromosphere that was
visible was seen in the lower 50% of the southern limb of the Sun just after totality started, which moved to the
right as totality progressed, ending in the lower right limb by the end to totality. It was ruby red to both the naked
eye and with 10 X 50 binoculars, but only the binoculars showed the many prominences, one of which dominated
the end of totality and looked very much like a clawed hand. The Corona was also very awesome and shadow bands
were seen for about 8 seconds just before totality. We also saw the Diamond Ring just before and after totality and
Baily’s Beads just before totality.
Afterwards, we went through a nine hour traffic jam that didn’t end until Harrisonburg, Virginia. While suffering in
the car during the bad eclipse traffic, I was lucky to see a beautiful -3 magnitude fireball through the front windshield. It was yellow-orange in color and came from the area of kappa Cygni ending low in the NW. This was my 4th
Total Solar Eclipse, my third that Lynne and I have seen together. I saw the 1991 eclipse in Hawaii with the late
CVAS member Dennis Jefferson. The ones that Lynne and I have seen were 1994 in Chile, 1998 in Curacao, and 2017
in Cleveland, Tennessee.

By Dan Rehner
I finally saw totality. On the roadside about five miles east of Orin WY. I believe it's the most beautiful sight I've
ever seen. I knew it instantly as it "Crystallized" into view. I would've seen it better but my eyes welled up after
awhile. My little binoculars were just right to frame everything. I wasted time trying to take pictures - my mistake.
Now I know.

By Dan Rothstein
I was with Steve Fishman at Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Since this was the third total that I have seen, and I spent way
too much time taking photographs on the previous eclipses, I didn’t expect to do much photography, but just to
observe the spectacle around us. I was using film, getting shots only before totality since totality was so short, and
the roll is still in the camera. This eclipse was over so quickly that I forgot to look at totality through my binoculars.
One of the strangest observations was that sunset was in all directions. Although the sky near the sun was completely clear, all around the horizon were low, pinkish cumulus clouds as if it was sunset, clouds which hadn’t been
apparent in the bright sky except as some haze. Due to the topography at our site rising slightly toward a tree-lined
horizon in all directions, I was unable to see the shadow approach or recede. Venus was extremely bright, but although I looked for Jupiter for several seconds, I didn’t spot it. I probably didn’t look far enough away from the sun,
being absorbed in looking at the corona.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By Bruce Krobusek
Even though there is a total eclipse in April of 2024 that passes right over our home, my wife, Susan, and I decided
to drive west to view the one this year. After dithering on where to go I chose Alliance NE as the best compromise
between length of totality, clear skies, and reasonable driving distance. After losing out on hotels in Alliance we
found an available room in Chadron NE. (And Yes, the town’s name is Chadron. Kind of like someone couldn’t spell
“Chardon”…) We chose to observe from an Event Center rather than Carhenge or the local airport, and I’m glad we
did.
Although there were some clouds about as the eclipse started, they all disappeared in plenty of time for totality.
I had read that the light becomes strange during the eclipse, but I wasn’t prepared for how strange it really gets.
It’s like the sun has been put on a dimmer switch, which in reality I guess it has. The light fades, but shadows remain
distinct, unlike a cloudy or overcast day when the light fades but shadows wash out. Totality is really indescribable a dark disk in the sky surrounded by bright light. Amazing! Venus was easily seen to the right (west) of the event.
I meant to look for Mercury but got absorbed watching the event so I never looked for it. It never quite got completely dark, and there was a red band around the southern horizon. The crickets started up as it got darker, but the
nearby cows didn’t care, and there were no birds to speak of in the area so I didn’t see any unusual activity there.
Totality ended far too soon - I kept wishing, and still do, for a DVR version so that I could rewind it and replay it in
my head. No such luck… :-)
We traveled about 3600 miles in 12 days - we made a couple of stops. It’s amazing how boring the scenery is on I80
and I90. But I’d do it again in a New York minute, and we’re looking forward to 2024!

Bruce and Susan Krobusek in Nebraska all set for the eclipse.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By Marty Mullet
Aug. 12, 2017 Cookeville, TN
Eclipse start – 12:02pm CDT— about 60% cumulus cloud cover – temperature 94F, very humid, heat index – 104F.
20% eclipsed – no noticeable changes.
40% – slightly cooler breeze, sunlight not as hot, shadows more defined.
60% - crescent shadows, about the same as ’93, clouds have disappeared, air is cooler.
80% - (maximum coverage at home) noticeably darker, sky is an odd color, bright line along moon’s edge, shadows
very well defined.
90% - surprisingly bright for so little sun, noticing less traffic noise, colors are muted (almost pastel), grass and trees
look teal, sky has a purple tint.
95% - sun is going fast, last tiny crescent, getting dark fast, street lights coming on.
99% - sun is a tiny sliver, dusk, dogs are barking.
100% - 1:29pm. You can hear the crowd noise approaching. Solar glasses off. Bailey’s beads for an instant…..then,
wow…….. awesome……..WOW!!!! WOW, WOW, WOW, WOW, WOW. Black spot like a hole in the sky. The corona
appears……..wow…….wider on the sides…… at least twice the diameter of the sun and very well-defined. Sky is dark.
Air is cool. Incredible. Cannot describe it……. Wow…. Venus bright, Sirius, Regulus, and Jupiter visible. Remarkable!!
A black circle in a wispy gray fog. Unbelievable…..crickets are chirping…… sky is blue around the horizon……belt of
Venus visible…. This is amazing.…
1:31pm. Slight brightening on right hand side of the moon………then a little brighter ……..Bailey’s Beads visible again
for maybe one second, then… ---POW!! DIAMOND RING!! for about 2 seconds. Very bright, almost threedimensional…..an exclamation point of the whole event!
99% - 1:32pm. Sun is a crescent now……..Glasses back on and just that fast, totality is over……..the fastest two
minutes and thirty-two seconds of my life….
95% - Sun seems bright and bluish-white. Crescent shadows reversed. Sky is brightening fast. Sun getting hot. Crickets are quiet.
90% - Bright line on sun side of terminator.
70% - Hot again, clouds starting to form, traffic picking up again.
20% - small bite left, still have the bright line on the terminator.
2% - last little bit…….
0% - Finished at 2:56pm CDT. What a show!
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By Steve Fishman
The weather forecast looked favorable in southern Illinois, so Dan Rothstein and I camped a couple nights at Fern
Clyffe State Park, about 30 miles southeast of Carbondale. The forecast on Monday morning deteriorated so we
decided to make a 2-hour run to Hopkinsville, Kentucky. We ended up at a great location on an abandoned ¼ mile
by-pass road along with another 100 or so vehicles.
My primary equipment included A) a Celestron 8 fitted with an f/6.3 focal reducer to bring the focal length down to
1,280 millimeters, B) Canon EOS 6D camera that I connected to my PC with a USB cable, and C) an excellent software program called Eclipse Orchestrator by Moonglow Technologies. This software controlled the camera exposures so I could concentrate on visually observing the eclipse. I also mounted an older Olympus digital camera on a
tripod to take a wide-angle movie of Dan, me and the landscape during totality. I placed a Go-pro camera on the
roof of my vehicle to take a much wider angle movie pointed at the sun during totality. And, I was hand-holding my
cell phone making a movie of the event.
This was my 3rd total, having seen the 1979 eclipse in Manitoba with the same Celestron 8 and the 1991 eclipse at
the Baja peninsula in Mexico. My impression of this eclipse was unlike the 1991 event. I clearly remember the landscape taking on a yellow-orange hue a few minutes before totality and expected the same view this time. Instead,
the light had a bluish hue along with the sharp shadows right before totality. I realized that the yellow-orange color
in 1991 was because of our location on the beach next to the ocean. Also, in Mexico, there was a noticeable drop in
temperature, but not as much at this event.
As totality was within 30 seconds, Venus was clearly visible to the right of the sun and Mercury was easily visible a
few degrees to the left of the sun. Amazing sight as the last glint of sunlight slowly disappeared behind the moon
and the 200+ people at our site yelled out in amazement.
Being near solar minimum, I didn’t expect much activity from the corona and prominences. However, the corona
had an asymmetrical shape with longer streamers pointing in the 2 and 8 o’clock positions. Some larger prominences were easily visible at the 5 o’clock position. It didn’t get completely dark, but I thought it was darker than the
1991 eclipse since we weren’t on sand this time. What really impressed me is the size of the eclipse and I had the
same feeling at the 1991 event. A full moon high in a winter sky looks so small. But, when you add that large corona
and the inky black moon in the middle of it, words are hard to describe it. You have be there to enjoy it.
Final Words: It is essential that I talk about the wonderful people that we met at our observing site. Most were just
normal folk; married couples, families with several children, people traveling alone, retirees, a couple of amateurs
with telescopes, an eye doctor and a professional photographer. A big shout out must go to Drayton Blackgrove
from Michigan. Dan offered him a piece of mylar so he could video the partial phases with his video camera. He also
brought along a drone and I asked him fly it around during totality and rotate the camera to film the landscape as it
changed color throughout totality. Very impressive.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By Steve Fishman (Cont.)

Editor’s note: Links to an aerial video by Drayton Blackgrove, and also to videos by Steve Fishman of their observing
site in Kentucky are located here.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By David Mihalic
Well, the weather gods were kind to Clevelanders for a change. The weather was almost perfect for the eclipse
viewing. There were a few clouds from time to time but overall they cleared out quickly. I was able to view the
eclipse from my front yard in Cleveland Heights using some Lunt solar eclipse glasses. I bought a 5 pack for friends
who wanted to stop by, as well as an occasional neighbor. I also used a pair on the front of my 10x30 image stabilized binoculars. That worked out really well with very sharp, crisp images. Just using the glasses by themselves
proved to be far better than I imagined with the initial phases of the eclipse easily discerned.
I also did a series of shots using my Canon Sx10 IS digital camera. I set the camera at maximum zoom @560mm
using an ISO 100 setting. I started shooting at f/8.0 at 1/250th sec. and eventually slowed things down to f5.6 at
1/100th sec. as the sun became increasingly covered by the moon. I used a Thousand Oaks solar filter that friction
fit over the front of my camera lens. I found that using a tripod was far more trouble than it was worth and ended
up doing all the imaging handheld.
Below are some of the images I took from ingress to egress. You can see sunspots in several of the shots.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
The Great American Eclipse
By Gus Saikaly
Planning for the August 21, 2017 (partial) Solar Eclipse in Andover Ohio started in January 2017 in the office of Susan Hill, director of the Andover Public Library and her staff, as part of her unrelenting drive to expose the community to the wonders of science. What’s better than an eclipse in time to fit right into her schedule!
CVAS, having cooperated in the past with the Library on previous star parties (with the help from a couple of my
buddies, Ian and Marty) an email showed up in my inbox inviting several library supporters to help out. My part was
to organize the telescopes and other visual aids. The other part of this event involved the Pymatuning Valley School
District. Its Board, superintendent and science teachers sprang into action to make it a memorable experience for
their students and the community.
Additionally, arrangements were made by the school’s audio/visual program to stream NASA’s program about the
event in the auditorium, and with the help of couple of mini grants (secured by the Library) an inflatable planetarium and 1600 solar glasses were purchased to give the students and the community for safe viewing.
Around noon my friend Steve Hinson (Orion EQ 8 with solar filter on SkyViewPro Mount) and I (8-inch Mead Newtonian with filter) had set up by the school’s football stadium in time for the viewers to stream in. By a little after 1
PM the elementary students were splashed on the infield with glasses on faces under the supervision of their teachers looking up to catch the first bite. With the rest of the student body, middle and high schoolers, and the community the place was buzzing with ooos and aaas. Classes were trying out their pin hole projection boxes, welding
glasses in a fruit box and other ways to view the eclipse safely. Although no Totality, diamond, or ring to see it was
truly a festive and memorable event.
In the middle of all that I took some pictures with the help of a Panasonic Lumix G7 and a solar filter. The CVAS banner was mounted on the fence for all to see.

This series of photos by Gus follows the Moon as it passed in front of the Sun. (left, center, right = beginning, maximum, end)

By Ron Baker
Like many people, I observed the partial solar eclipse from home. There were a few high clouds at my location in NE
Ohio but they did not interfere too much. I used eclipse glasses and a marine sextant. It was interesting to track the
Moon’s motion throughout the duration of the eclipse.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Northern Late Summer Open Clusters
Compiled by Marty Mullet
Catalog Name
NGC 7023
IC 1396
NGC 7160
NGC 7235
NGC 7380
NGC 7510
NGC7654 M52
NGC 7686
NGC 7789
NGC 7790
NGC 129
NGC 225
NGC 188
NGC 281
NGC 457
NGC 581 M103
NGC 654
NGC 659
NGC 663
Col 463
NGC 744
NGC 869 h Per
NGC 884 Chi Per
IC 1805
NGC 957
Tr2
NGC 1039 M34
NGC 1027
IC 1848
Col 33
Tr3
NGC 1245
NGC 1444
NGC 1502
NGC 1528
NGC 1545
Col 464

RA
21:00.5
21:39.1
21:53.7
22:12.6
22:47.0
23:11.5
23:24.2
23:30.2
23:57.0
23:58.4
0:29.9
0:43.4
0:44.4
0:52.8
1:19.1
1:33.2
1:44.1
1:44.2
1:46.0
1:48.4
1:58.5
2:19.0
2:22.4
2:32.7
2:33.5
2:37.3
2:42.0
2:42.7
2:51.3
2:59.3
3:11.8
3:14.7
3:49.4
4:07.7
4:15.4
4:20.9
5:22.5

Dec
68:10
57:30
62:36
57:17
58:06
60:34
61:35
49:08
56:44
61:13
60:14
61:47
85:20
56:38
58:20
60:42
61:53
60:42
61:15
71;57
55:29
57:09
57:07
61:25
57:33
55:59
42:47
61:33
60:27
60:24
63:15
47:15
52:40
62:20
51:14
50:15
73:17

VMag
7.1
3.5
6.1
7.7
7.2
7.9
6.9
5.6
6.7
8.5
6.5
7.0
8.1
7.4
6.4
7.4
6.5
7.9
7.1
5.7
7.9
4.3
4.4
6.5
7.6
5.9
5.2
6.7
6.5
5.9
7.0
8.4
6.6
5.7
6.4
6.2
4.2

Dia.
5'
90'
5'
5'
20'
5'
15'
14'
25'
12'
20'
12'
17'
20'
20'
5'
5'
5'
14'
30'
10'
18'
18'
20'
11'
18'
36'
20'
18'
36'
24'
9'
4'
8'
16'
18'
120'
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Constellation
Cep
Cep
Cep
Cep
Cep
Cep
Cas
And
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cep
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Per
Per
Per
Cas
Per
Per
Per
Cas
Cas
Cas
Cas
Per
Per
Cam
Per
Per
Cam

C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z
By Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions:
1. What very bright star was known to the Arabs as the Stone Eagle of the Desert?
2. Find Psalterium Georgii. This has to do with a transplanted king and the musician who moved with him, then
changed careers.
3. Identify the grouping of Atria, also known as the Three Patriarchs.
4. John Hills’s constellation Manis filled a gap in the northern sky. Locate it and identify the creature he used to fill it.
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. John Hill’s constellation Aranea is the common long-legged spider, which is seen in the fields of grass in the summertime. Introduced in 1754, it lies between Virgo and Hydra, east of Corvus and west of the scales of Libra, directly
south of Spica and north of γ Hyrae. From the chart I have, it appears to include the area around the stars 89, 87, 85,
83 and 75 (the eastern legs); 73 and 69 (the body); and 63, 61, 54, 54, and 53 Hyrae (the western set of legs). I had to
use Norton’s to identify these stars since S&T’s Pocket Sky Atlas doesn’t label some and doesn’t include some others
on the list.
2. Ramus Pomifer, Latin for Apple Branch, was located between Lyra and Hercules, right on the Equinoctal Colure (the
12h line, the hour angle which goes through the 1st point of Libra), where it crosses the Tropic of Cancer (23 degrees
north) and northeast of Ophiuchus. Hercules held the lower part of the branch in his left hand (in the area of μ, ξ,
and ο) with the leaves south of the hand, an area that was left unoccupied in Ptolemy’s day, but now occupied by the
stars from 95-109 Her. The first cartographer to mention it was Hyginus (1488), with an apple branch and a serpent.
The apples refer to the Golden Apples of the Hesperides, the retrieval of which was the 11th labor of Hercules. Later
the apple branch was combined or replaced with the heads of serpents. For some time whether it contained just the
branch, the branch and one or more serpents, or only various numbers of serpents depended on whose atlas one
looked in. Bayer’s influence on map makers was so strong in the 17th century that Ramus was accepted only as an
asterism, not an independent constellation, Later it acquired another meaning as the ancient Greek Cerberus. Cerberus was the hound guarding the gates of Hades. He had three heads of a dog, the tail of a dragon, with snake
heads (as many as 100) on his back. The dog’s heads seemed to vanish. Hercules captured it in his 12th labor. In 1687
Hevelius completely replaces Ramus with Cerberus, throwing down the gauntlet in a dispute which was not settled
until the late 19th century, when both depictions became extinct. Many, including Flamsteed, combined them, showing serpent heads entwined in the apple branches with the name Ramus and Cerberus. Some of this is from J. C. Barentine, The Lost Constellations, 2015, and some from Richard Allen.
3. The stars α, β, and γ Hydrus, near the south celestial pole, form nearly a perfect isosceles triangle. The ancient Egyptians called a triangle a Ben Ben, so this asterism was given that name. It was believed that this was the resting place
of the Bennu (phoenix) before it burst into flame and rose to its proper place in the heavens. The constellation Phoenix touches the corner of Hydrus, but does not share a common border with it, being separated from it today by Tucana and part of Eridanis. The Small Magellanic Cloud lies along one side of the triangle.
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z ( C o n t. )
4. I am going to split this question into two parts, one here and the other becomes question 2 for next issue. Although
they have some common themes, they are on the opposite sides of Eridanis, the celestial river and were developed
over 100 years apart by different astronomers to honor different German noblemen. The first was invented by Kirch
(see #4 from the last issue for some background on him) to curry favor of the Elector of Brandenburg, Frederick III, in
1688. Kirch created Sceptrum Brandenburgicum, the Brandenburg Scepter. It contains only four stars of 4th and 5th
magnitudes standing in a straight line north and south, below the first bend in the river, west of Lepus. They now
belong to Eridanus from south to north: 54 and 53, both 4th mag and very close together, 47 and 46, both 5th mag.
The scepter was eventually discarded, but Kirch got his reward when the elector appointed him as the director of the
newly created Berlin Observatory. Unfortunately he died before he could take up the post.
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Notes and News
The Even Greater American Eclipse!
Data and map provided by Tony Mallama
Date: 2024 April 8 (Monday)
Maximum duration: 4m 28s
Major cities in the path of totality: Dallas, Indianapolis, Cleveland and Buffalo
Approximate circumstances at Indian Hill Observatory:
Eclipse number 30 in Saros 139
Partial begins: 18:00:17 UT
Total begins: 19:14:44 UT
Maximum eclipse: 19:16:30 UT
Total ends: 19:18:15 UT
Partial ends: 20:29:38 UT
Duration of total: 3m 31s
Elevation at start of partial: 55 degrees
Elevation at maximum eclipse: 48 degrees
Elevation at end of partial: 37 degrees
If the 2017 event was the Great American Eclipse that of 2024 might be termed the Even Greater American Eclipse
because of its longer totality (and because the path of totality includes IHO).
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Notes and News
General Information
The CVAS website has information about upcoming astronomy events and activities in our area. There is a host
of astronomy-related information, and links to interesting and useful sites. Send comments and suggestions to the
webmaster, Russ Swaney
The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society.
All material in this issue has been written and provided by individuals within our membership community. The CVAS
welcomes original articles and material from all members and friends, and this journal provides a unique opportunity to share interests. Published quarterly, the next issue will be available in October. If you would like to contribute
material to the publication please contact the editor, Ron Baker
Recent issues of The Valley Skywatcher are available on our website here.

Reflec tions
Editor’s note: Tony Mallama related a funny story to me that I thought everyone would enjoy.
Tony writes...
“A very similar eclipse to the upcoming 2024 event occurred in the eastern US on 1970 March 7. That was number
27 in Saros 139 and it was the first total solar eclipse that I observed. Another astronomy student and I from Vanderbilt University drove to eastern North Carolina for this one. The funny story from that eclipse is that we were in
a rural area and a farmer was plowing a nearby field with his tractor. Believe it or not, when totality plunged us all
into darkness, the farmer turned on his headlights and kept plowing!”

The Eclipse
I stood out in the open cold
To see the essence of the eclipse
Which was its perfect darkness.
I stood in the cold on the porch
And could not think of anything so perfect
As mans hope of light in the face of darkness.
By Richard Eberhart, American poet (1904 - 2005).
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